1967 dodge rt

That is what we find occupying the engine bay of this particular car. What you are looking at is a
rust-free classic that is simply begging to be restored. It is located in Sherman, Texas, and has
been listed for sale here on Craigslist. The White paint that it wears is claimed to be original, but
it is showing plenty of age now. Below the baked paint is a car that is afflicted with little more
than some surface corrosion. There are no issues with the floors or frame, while there is also no
visible rust in any of the panels. However, the panel gaps appear to be very consistent, which
makes me believe that any possible damage might have been superficial. The glass looks like it
is in good condition, with no signs of any obvious flaws. All of the external trim, chrome, and
the badges appear to be present, although there are several items such as the front bumper,
which wear some minor damage. There are also a couple of components that would benefit
from a trip to the plater, but the vast majority would seem to need little more than some work
with a quality polish. Hiding under the hood is a ci V8, which would have pumped out hp when
the classic was shiny and new. The Coronet also features a heavy-duty TorqueFlite
transmission, along with power steering. There are a few minor components such as the
carburetor and air cleaner that are missing, but sourcing appropriate replacements should not
be difficult. While there are plenty of enthusiasts who tend to focus on the Hemi-equipped cars,
the was no slug in the performance stakes. It could accelerate from mph in 5. Those sorts of
figures should be enough to satisfy all but the most hardened of performance enthusiasts. It
does look to be complete, right down to the console and original AM radio. It would also appear
that there have been no aftermarket additions such as extra gauges, meaning that this should
represent a relatively straightforward undertaking. A lot of the tasks that would be required to
lift this car to that sort of level of condition and presentation could be tackled in a home
workshop. That makes this classic an attractive proposition as a restoration project. First yr.
Agree with the others it looks mostly solid and complete but why not find a carb and try to get it
running? The manifold is not bolted on, it also looks to be missing the distributor, wires and
fuel lines, at a minimum. If there is debris in the intake runners then the heads likely need to
come off, at some point the additional costs in terms of time and money start to snowball with
little chance of return. If the seller is looking for a quick flip, why bother. Since the ad has been
deleted, there is a good chance the car has been sold. With the ad gone, makes little difference:
but does it look to anyone else than me that the tires and rims on this one are undersized? This
was a junky looking to make a quick buck. For some unknown reason, that color just came over
me. Like it just popped into my head out of nowhere. All I know is that it is very compelling.
What â€” do thses guys pay ya? Same dealer â€” flipper â€” cosignerâ€¦.. This manifold is a
later model designed for the Thermo-Quad carb. Don't post your car for sale in the comments.
Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting.
Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an
account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
Moparman Member. Looks like a really good solid base for someone to craft their dream upon!
Steve Bush Member. Steve R. Steve R 3. Both fronts are space saver spares. Steve R 1.
Flashback 30 yrs. Steve R 2. Ken Jennings. I think it should be painted purple. The Illuminati
and the people that used to run Cambridge Analytica would approve of your choice. Slap a carb
on it and drive it as is, with a nice set of rims. Marty Parker. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge
Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! A Nice Mopar in condition. Mega V8
Sound as it should be! Chrome and all stainless steel rails like new! Trunk also. Interior is It is
heavily optioned with some rare factory options to include I have owned this seasoned restored
67 RT for about 2 years now. I never did get an opportunity to speak with the gentleman who
restored the car. Good solid southern car. The floors It hasonly 55, xxx miles. I have owned the
vehicle for the past 15 yearsand have A very rare carone of less than built. This RT is a fantastic
candidate for restoration with perfect No rust issues anywhere. It is the original pp1 red with
auto Under 60, Miles! Amazing classic American muscle car. Like no other this car is in amazing
Disc brakes on front, new tires This is a very solid Very nice Hardtop Coronet Big block power
with automatic trans, power steering and power brakes. Great driving car in very original Its
truly a special feeling you get when driving a classic car down mainStreet Restored Dodge
Coronet RT with full documentation including. Get notified when we have new listings available
for dodge coronet We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit Dodge
Coronet dodge coronet X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by
email dodge coronet By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy.
You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No minimum No maximum Number of doors No
minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! Similar searches " dodge coronet ":
dodge coronet 57 , dodge coronet , dodge coronet magnum , dodge coronet , dodge coronet

convertible , dodge coronet r Cardealfinder 7 days ago. Report View car. Autabuy 18 days ago.
Check price. ClassicCars 13 days ago. X Get notified when we have new listings available for
dodge coronet x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our
search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can
improve. Back in the s and s, it seemed like there was some sort of competition amongst
automakers to see who could run the most boost through their engines. The same phenomena
occurred in the late s, except instead of forced induction, manufacturers were battling over
displacement. It all started with the original Mustang's cubic-inch V8. A monstrous 7. All that
low-down power means even breathing on the throttle will light the rears up. Watch below to
hear more of Mr. Regular's thoughts in this latest Regular Car Review. Join Now. New Cars. Car
Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver.
Regular Car Reviews YouTube. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find
the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web
site. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Vintage. The
ever increasing popularity of muscle cars has made getting into the hobby with anything from
powered by a V8 a fairly expensive endeavor. It looks like one too, take that how you want. The
Coronet name was introduced in as the top trim line for Dodges. By , it represented the
cheapest cars from the brand. The name was put to pasture following , only to be resurrected in
as a mid sized car. By there were four levels of the Coronet, the base just Coronet , Deluxe, and
When it came to Coronets, this was a trim level, but a motor was an option. Fortunately, this
Coronet actually has a running cubic inch V8 in under its hood. So is it a Coronet or something
else? Whatever it is, it needs exhaust and turn signals to be a driver. The body appears to be
fairly straight, but is suffering from areas of rust. Feel free to jump on the bandwagon and make
it run down the road and look like it just came out of the field. It also makes enjoying old cars a
lot less expensive, seeing as so much time and money goes into body work and paint. Inside we
have a pair of buckets and you can see the glorious four on the floor. The dash looks to be
intact and the carpets are there. Though the driver seat is ripped and it is either melting or wet.
Getting into the muscle car game can be spendy. This Dodge is a great entry level Mopar that
will slap a smile on many faces at the car show. So, what say you car gal or guy? Is this a car
worth restoring or is it not worth the bloody knuckles? Before you answer, just picture yourself
with an open Hawaiian shirt doing burnouts. Thank you for visiting! Skip to content. Brian
Corey. Search Search for:. Follow Us Opens in a new tab Opens in a new tab Opens in a new
tab. Share this post. Share on facebook. Share on twitter. Share on linkedin. Share on pinterest.
Share on print. Share on email. Support Us! There were no shortage of history - making events
in The Apollo 14 astronauts landed on the moon, the war in Vietnam continued to rage on, Intel
released the world's first microprocessor, and Dirty Harry made his big screen debut. But none
of it mattered all that much to Frank Kassel at the time. My goal was to save enough money to
buy my first car. The four-speed gearbox got Frank's heart pumping, and his excitement grew
when he raised the hood and laid his eyes on the Coronet's Magnum engine. The salesman left
it at the station, and I called my father to come look at it and let me know what he thought,"
Frank recalls. With his firsthand knowledge of Chrysler high-performance vehicles, he knew
what this car could do. The Coronet was bone-stock when he bought it, but in keeping with the
times, it didn't remain that way for long. I also painted the front and rear undercarriages white. I
raced the car at the local eighth- and quarter-mile dragstrips, with my share of wins and losses.
I usually did quite well on the street , however, since this was my daily driver. A few years of
constant use caused the Coronet's interior to show some wear, so Frank went to his longtime
pal Freddy, who did a custom interior job on the Dodge. They bounced around a few ideas until
they agreed to recover the seats and door panels using white Naugahyde with a Turkish
diamond pattern. Shortly after modifying the interior, Frank had what he describes as his "most
horrifying memory" with the car. One night, while it was parked in front of a restaurant, an
unknown assailant crashed into the Coronet. Thankfully, the Coronet was repairable, and after it
was fixed Frank continued enjoying it through the summer of In July of that year, he
encountered some financial problems and was forced to take his beloved Dodge off the road. It
remained in his driveway, under a cover, for the next 26 years. After uncovering and examining
his Coronet, Frank discovered that all those years of outdoor storage had taken their toll. I
called a few friends who owned or worked in body shops, and all said it was too far gone and
not worth restoring. Because of his sentimental attachment, however, Frank wouldn't give up.
He ultimately found a competent shop capable of, and willing to do, the work. But because it
was my first car, he understood my position and agreed to do the work. Frank stripped the car
to a rolling chassis in his new garage and sent it to Paul's. The Coronet went on a rotisserie, the

front and rear suspension were removed, and the body shell was sent out for media blasting.
When it came back, they could see exactly how much the rust had damaged the car. Still, I was
not discouraged, and the restoration process began. Among other things, they replaced both
doors, one fender, the left-side quarter-panel, both front floorpans, the rear trunk floor, cowl,
and both rocker panels, using a combination of good original and new sheetmetal. They also
fixed minor rust spots in various places by fabricating new pieces and welding them in place.
Once all the rust was eliminated, they perfected all body lines and gaps and worked the
surfaces of all panels until they were as close to perfect as possible. After Paul's was finished
and the completely restored body was in his garage, Frank got to work putting his beloved '67
Coronet back together. Frank resealed the car's original A four-speed gearbox and 3. As with
the engine and drivetrain, Frank rebuilt the Coronet's chassis to factory specs. The duo-servo,
single-pin brake system was restored to new condition, as were the front and rear suspension.
For a complete, correct interior kit, Frank turned to Legendary Auto Interiors. His old friend
Freddy, who installed the custom Naugahyde seat covers and door panels back in the late s,
restored the seats to their factory look with Legendary's reproduction covers. After Frank
installed new door panels and other interior trim items, the car looked exactly as it did when he
bought it back in Well, almost exactly. One important item was missing. When he bought the
Coronet, it still had its original Inland four-speed shifter, but like most owners back in the day,
he replaced the factory gear selector with a Hurst setup and failed to save the original parts.
After a lot of searching, he managed to locate an original Inland shifter, completing the interior
restoration. To finish the exterior, Frank needed to add a vinyl roof and plenty of bright trim. The
front grille surrounds were extremely difficult to find. When the car was nearing completion,
Frank had to make a decision regarding wheels and tires. He still had the Coronet's original
hubcaps but decided to take some liberties and deviate from how the car was originally
equipped. After working on it on and off for about five years, Frank and his resto team finally
finished the Coronet in September He couldn't be happier with the results. I entered my first
show and took home the best-in-show award," he says. All of the hard work, research, and
financial investment were well worth it. Driving her again after all this time brings back great
memories. And together, we're making a lot of great new memories! Close Ad. Richard Prince
Author. Coronet Goes From Stock to Dragstrip. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Commonly refe Gateway Classic Cars of Ft. Lauderdale is proud to present this
beautiful Dodge Charger! Dealership Showcased. An opportunity to own one of the rarest
Chrysler products a Dodge Charger Magnum Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are
original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was
acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange
pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features
include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are
found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts,
a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is
offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Refine your search.
Automatic 2 Manual 2. Coupe 3 Station Wagon 1. Gasoline Classic Cars R T Hemi. Popular
Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. Car has sat for 3 years and I don't drive her. The fuel
system, also modernized right down the to the stainless steel fuel tank. A total of just Coronet
Street Hemis were built for Rare and desirable color combination, original drivetrain from front
to back,fully documented with the original fender tag and original broadcast sheet, rust free
original factory sheet metal,low original miles and it runs and drive strong. A Black 4 speed

Dana car. Everything on the body has been replaced except for the roof and the passenger
door. Dependable, sorted and drive anywhere. Out of my collection of Hemi cars and Six pack
cars this is the one I love to drive. Custom built Rear Traction System. Trans is a 5spd manual
and has Suregrip Rear. There couldn't be too many built like this one! Rare and desirable color
combination, original drivetrain from front to back, fully documented with the original fender tag
and original broadcast sheet, rust free original factory sheet metal, low original miles and it runs
and drive strong! A black 4 speed dana car! If it was a hemi convert! Actually, all are pretty nice
add ons! The panel gaps are all excellent and the doors, hood and trunk all open and close
smoothly. The previous owner shared with me that several years ago it had just one repaint of
the original black color. He also told me that the engine was rebuilt using hardened valve seats
and the trans was gone through with new syncros. It is nice and tight, sounds healthy and it
runs and drives great and looks even better! This street hemi dynoed on the stand at
horsepower. This is a car that can be driven to the local car shows or any drag strip even and
do very well. The car is owned by a local gentleman who did extensive research before
choosing to purchase his engine from ray barton. The owner usually builds his own engines,
but wanted this to be just right. He worked with barton to come up with this great power plant.
They worked together on cam and head specs and discussed the stage 5 aluminum heads and
much more. The first one kicks in at degrees and the second at We have a stack of receipts for
the work performed to tis car. It has not been driven many miles since completion of the
upgrades. It breathes through tti exhaust, long tube headers
f250 seat covers
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to a free-flowing 3-inch system that sounds excellent. Be sure to play the video. He has
paperwork for all components of the car. He searched for a long time for just the right car. He
wanted one that was not a rust bucket and needed very little work cosmetically. He finally found
the perfect car. The paint and body are very nice. This is a straight mopar. The paint condition is
very good, with a deep shine throughout the professional paint job. This is not a perfect car, but
a car that can be driven and shown. There is no radio and the antenna is missing. New sub
frame connectors were added for extra strength. They also happen to hide the fuel lines for a
cleaner look underneath. N the front, there are adjustable strut rods as well as new tubular
upper control rods, also adjustable. A great deal of thought and research went into making this
an incredible car to drive. I am sure we may have mis. Saint Louis, MO 4 years freeclassifieds.
Bucket Seats. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

